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A Noise-filtering at the interfaces of the phases
A known issue of the PGM (e.g.,1) is that the thresholding of the Gaussian random fields result in an irrelevant
noise at the interfaces of the phases as illustrated in Fig. 1 a). Therefore, an option is implemented to filter
the Gaussian random fields with a low-pass Gaussian filter in order to suppress these interface artefacts as
e.g., suggested by Abdallah et al.1. The standard deviation of the Gaussian filter is specified as a fraction of
the standard deviation of the Gaussian random field, which enables the use of standard values independent
of the characteristic phase size and resolution:

kFilter =
SDFilter

SDGRF
(1)

where SDGRF is the standard deviation of the Gaussian random field and SDFilter the standard deviation of
the Gaussian filter. Suitable default values are determined with a sensitivity analysis reported in section A.1.
As there is no absolute reference for the ’true’ interface area, the filter parameters are chosen with the aim
to achieve the same interface areas independent of the characteristic phase size and resolution. The study
suggests that a filter factor kFilter = 0.025 is a good choice. Fig. 1 b) shows an example with this filter settings,
where the noise at the interfaces is suppressed but still all the features are resolved. A too strong filtering
results in a suppression of small structure features as shown in Fig. 1 c). The Gaussian filter is especially
important, if one of the solid phases is described with a Gaussian random field with a standard deviation
SDGRF above 10 voxels. Moreover, the study shows that the volume specific interface area is systematically
lower for low resolutions (i.e., low SDGRF) because not all the features can be sufficiently resolved. A minimal
standard deviation of SDGRF = 10 voxels for the Gaussian random fields thus seems to be a good compromise
between sufficient resolution and needed structure size in order to get a representative elementary volume
(REV) with reasonable computational effort.

Filtera) 0k = Filterb) 0.025k = Filterc) 0.1k =

Fig. 1 Illustration of the noise-�ltering at the interfaces of the phases for a structure with a standard deviation of the

Gaussian random �eld of 40 voxels for both solid phases: a) No �lter operation applied: irrelevant noise at the phase

interfaces is clearly visible, b) Gaussian �lter with kFilter = 0.025 (optimized): irrelevant noise at the phase interfaces is

removed and all features are preserved and c) Gaussian �lter with kFilter = 0.1: irrelevant noise at the phase interfaces is
removed but some features already vanished, which shows that the �lter factor is too large.

A.1 Sensitivity analysis for the noise-filtering at the interfaces of the phases
A Gaussian filter is applied on the gaussian random field in order to suppress irrelevant noise at the interfaces
of the phases as introduced in section A. In this section, a sensitivity analysis is performed in order to provide
appropriate default values for the filter parameters of the Gaussian filter. In Fig. 2, orthoslices of the 3D-
structures for different standard deviations (SD) of the gaussian random fields without filter operations for a
total solid volume fraction φtot = 50% and equal volume fractions for the two solid phases are presented. The
voxel size is adapted accordingly in order to represent the same characteristic phase size for all the structures.
For all the structures, a structure size of 6003 voxels and a neutral wetting behaviour was used. For SD = 5
voxels and SD = 10 voxels, no artefacts are visible at the interfaces of the phases. Starting from SD = 20
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voxels, irrelevant noise is visible at the interfaces. The noise level further increases for SD = 30 and SD = 40
voxels.

(a) SD = 5 (b) SD = 10 (c) SD = 20

(d) SD = 30 (e) SD = 40

Fig. 2 Orthoslices of the 3D-structures for di�erent standard deviations (SD) of the gaussian random �elds without �lter

operations for a total solid volume fraction of φtot = 50%. For all the structures, a structure size of 6003 voxels and a

neutral wetting behaviour (i.e., α = 45◦, β = 0◦, γ = 0◦) was used. For higher standard deviations with SD ≥ 20 voxels

(i.e., higher resolution), artefacts can be observed at the interfaces between the phases.

(a) φtot = 50% (b) φtot = 70%

Fig. 3 Volume speci�c pore-SP1/SP2 interface area (averaged value for pore-SP1 and pore-SP2) for di�erent standard

deviations (SD) for the Gaussian random �elds as a function of the Gauss �lter factor kFilter for a) a total solid volume

fraction φtot = 50% and b) for a total solid volume fraction φtot = 70%. For all the structures, a structure size of 6003

voxels and a neutral wetting behaviour was used.
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In Fig. 3, the volume specific pore-SP1/SP2 interface areas are plotted for different standard deviations
(SD) of the gaussian random fields as a function of the Gauss filter factor kFilter for a) a total solid volume
fraction φtot = 50% and b) for a total solid volume fraction φtot = 70%. For all the structures, a structure
size of 6003 voxels and a neutral wetting behaviour was used. Note that the volume specific interface area
pore-SP1 and pore/SP2 are expected to be equal because of the equal phase volume fraction neutral wetting
behaviour and are therefore averaged in order to get a better statistic. The visual impression for the noise at
the interfaces of the orthoslices in Fig. 2 is confirmed by the values of the volume specific interface areas in
Fig. 3 a) with kFilter = 0, showing an increasing interface area for increasing SDs. With an increasing filter-
factor, the structures with SD=20/30/40 voxels show a steep decrease in the interface area after a certain
threshold, followed by an almost linear and smaller decrease. For the structures with SD=5/10 voxels, to
first section with a steep decrease of the interface area is not present and the curves directly start with the
less steep and almost linear evolution. A filter factor of kFilter = 0.025 thereby seems to be a good choice
for a default value, as the values for the filter areas for SD=10/20/30/40 voxels are very close. However,
the interface area for a SD = 5 voxels is considerably lower, because the smaller features are no more fully
resolved because of the insufficient resolution. This trend is even clearer for the dataset with φtot = 70% in
Fig. 3 b), showing a systematically higher interface area for higher SDs because of the better resolution of
the small features. However, a standard deviation of 10 voxels for the Gaussian random fields seems to be
a good compromise between sufficient resolution and needed structure size in order to get a representative
elementary volume (REV) with reasonable computational effort.

(a) Volume specific interface area pore-SP1 for φtot = 50%.

(b) Volume specific interface area pore-SP2 for φtot = 50%.

(c) Volume specific interface area pore-SP1 for φtot = 70%.

(d) Volume specific interface area pore-SP2 for φtot = 70%.

Fig. 4 Volume speci�c interface areas for structures with di�erent characteristic lengths (i.e., standard deviations of

the Gaussian random �elds) for a total solid volume fraction φtot = 50% (a),b)) and for a total solid volume fraction

φtot = 70% (c),d)).
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The noise filtering at the interfaces is especially relevant, if different characteristic sizes shall be modelled
for the two solid phases in order to get consistent interface areas. This important case is tested with a further
sensitivity analysis for the volume specific interface areas as a function of the filter factor reported in Fig. 4.
Thereby, SP1 is held constant and resolved with an SD = 10 voxels, while larger characteristic sizes are used
for SP2. Moreover, structures with φtot = 50% and φtot = 70% are tested. Consequently, the volume specific
interface areas for pore-SP1 (Fig. 4 a) and c)) are always in the same range, while the volume specific
interface areas for pore-SP2 (Fig. 4 b) and d)) differ for the different structures according to the chosen
characteristic sizes. The course of the interface areas again confirm that a filter factor of kFilter = 0.025 is a
good default value. The orthoslices of the corresponding 3D structures for a filter factor of kFilter = 0.025 are
reported in Fig. 5. The visual inspection confirms the successful suppression of the noise at the interfaces
of the phases even for different characteristic sizes of the solid phases. Note that the inclusions of the green
phase (SP1) in the red phase (SP2 with the larger characteristic size) is characteristic for the chosen neutral
wetting and might be varied by different settings of the threshold angles α, β and γ.

(a) SD = 10/20, φtot = 50%. (b) SD = 10/30, φtot = 50%. (c) SD = 10/40, φtot = 50%.

(d) SD = 10/20, φtot = 70%. (e) SD = 10/30, φtot = 70%. (f) SD = 10/40, φtot = 70%.

Fig. 5 Orthoslices of the 3D-structures using a �lter factor of kFilter = 0.025 for di�erent characteristic sizes of the two

solid phases, for a total solid volume fraction φtot = 50% (a)-c)) and for a total solid volume fraction φtot = 70% (d)-f)).

B PGM-app for stochastic microstructure modeling of SOC elec-
trodes

In the main article, the stochastic modeling of SOFC-electrodes based on a pluri-Gaussian approach has been
reported. For the structure generation with the pluri-Gaussian method, a Python app has been developed
which can be executed in the GeoDict software-package. The graphical user interface (GUI) of this app is
shown in Fig. 6 and some typical parameters are reported in the fields. Note that these parameters are
not exactly the default parameters of the PGM-app (specifically, the number of voxels in the fields 1-3 are
200 voxels and the tolerance for the solid volume fractions is 0.01 vol.% by default). However, the default
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parameters for the PGM-app are chosen in order to generate a test structure in a short time, for which a
representative elementary volume (REV) is not reached. Parameter studies for appropriate parameters for
an accurate representation of a microstructure are reported in section D. The settings and parameters for the
configuration of the PGM-app are described in the following.

Checkbox 1

Checkbox 2

Checkbox 3

Field 1

Field 2
Field 3
Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8

Field 9
Field 10

Field 11
Field 12
Field 13
Field 14
Field 15

Field 16

Field 20
Field 21

Field 22

Field 17
Field 18
Field 19

Fig. 6 Python app for the structure generation with the pluri-Gaussian method (PGM-app), which can be executed in

GeoDict.

Checkbox 1 enables or disables the generation of a new set of two Gaussian random fields. This checkbox
needs to be enabled for the first run. For further runs, the checkbox can be disabled, if the same set of two
Gaussian random fields shall be used with different threshold settings for the next structure. The fields of
the checkbox group 1 correspond to the parameters described in table 1 in section 2.2 of the main article.
Note that a standard deviation of 10 voxels for the Gaussian random fields (field 5 and 6) in combination
with the structure size of 6003 voxels (fields 1-3) are a good compromise between accuracy and computation
time. For an appropriate microstructure representation, a sufficient resolution and sufficient structure size
for a representative elementary volume (REV) needs to be ensured. If the value for the standard deviation is
chosen considerably below 10 voxels, some features can no more be fully resolved, which for example results
in too small volume specific interface areas or an insufficient description of the bottlenecks. For very different
standard deviations for the two Gaussian random fields, often some compromises for the accuracy need to be
made to limit the needed computation time. A sufficient REV is especially critical for the transport properties
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(i.e., conductivity, diffusivity, permeability etc.) and for low phase volume fractions of the transporting
phases. Parameter studies to achieve an REV are reported in section D. In field 4, the voxel length can be
specified. As the standard deviation for the Gaussian random fields (fields 5 and 6) are specified in voxels, a
change of the voxel length does also change the characteristic size of the phases.

Checkbox 2 enables or disables the smoothing of the Gaussian random fields as described in section A.
Note that the filter parameters (fields 9 and 10) are defined relative to the standard deviation for the Gaussian
random fields (fields 5 and 6) and do not need to be adapted for different standard deviations or voxel length
(field 4). The standard values of 0.025 are thus a good choice for almost all cases and there is no need to
adapt them in general.

The threshold settings group (fields 11-19) define the thresholding of the set of two Gaussian random
fields in order to obtain a three-phase structure (two solid-phases and one pore-phase) as reported in table 2
and explained in section 2.2 of the main article. The fields 11 and 12 define the volume fractions of the two
solid-phases, while the volume fraction of the pore-phase is simply the remaining space. The thresholding
angles in the fields 13-15 define the wetting behaviour of the phases. The definition of the angles is illustrated
in Fig. 4 of the main article. Note that there are some restrictions for the combinations of the angles α, β

and γ, as a minimal angle for the domains for SP1, SP2 and the pore-phase needs to be ensured. Specifically,
the following relations need to be fulfilled.

• Domain SP1: 90◦+α − γ > 20◦

• Domain SP2: 180◦+β −α > 20◦

• Domain pore-phase: 90◦−β + γ > 20◦

• General: 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦, −90◦ ≤ β ≤ 40◦ and −40◦ ≤ γ ≤ 90◦

Note that the limit of 20° is not strict. Zone values of 10° or even below will work as well for the PGM-app.
However, many iterations and therewith longer computation times are expected. Moreover, these extreme
cases are often of limited interest for the application. In field 19, the tolerance for the phase volume fractions
is defined in vol.%. The thresholding iterations are stopped as soon as this tolerance is reached for both solid
phases, but latest after 100 iterations. In field 16, the name of the structure can be defined. Note that this
name needs to be changed in every run, as otherwise the structure of the last run will be overwritten. The
parameters of the fields 17 and 18 represent the initial thresholding parameters T H1 and T H2 visualized in
Fig. 4 of the main article and are for debugging purposes only.

The smoothing with dilatation group (fields 20-22) is another possibility for the smoothing of the structure
at the end of the construction process using morphological operations. The drawback of this technique is that
it causes some deviations for the phase volume fractions. Thus, the smoothing of the Gaussian random fields
(checkbox 2) is recommended for general purposes.

With checkbox 3, the computation of the volume specific interface areas can be enabled or disabled. The
determination of these properties is quite fast and often useful for a first interpretation of the realized virtual
microstructure. However, for a detailed characterization, the characterization-app reported in a previous
publication2 can be used.

After the generation of the microstructure, the input parameters, the achieved solid phase volume fractions
and if selected the volume specific interface areas are reported in a csv-file. An example of this report-file
is reported in Fig. 7 for the parameters used in Fig. 6. The standard deviation for the Gaussian filter
(sigma_ GaussFilter_SP1 and sigma_GaussFilter_SP2) are reported in absolut voxel values and correspond to
2.5 % of the standard deviations for the Gaussian random field. The deviations of the realized solid volume
fractions is below 0.005 vol.% as requested in the settings. The reported volume specific interface areas
IA_V_pore-SP1 and IA_V_pore-SP2 should theoretically be identical for the chosen input parameters. In fact,
they differ about 0.2 %, which confirms that the chosen structure size of 6003 voxels is sufficient, at least
concerning the volume specific interface areas.
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Fig. 7 Construction report for the structure generation with the pluri-Gaussian method.

C Comparison of the computation times for the structure genera-
tion with GrainGeo and PGM

In this section, the computation times needed for the structure generation with the PGM approach shall be
compared with those needed for the reference sphere-packing structures reported in a previous publication2.
The three sphere-packing structures were generated using the GrainGeo module within the commercial Geo-
Dict software-package3. The corresponding construction times are reported in column a) of table 1. A large
increase of the computation time is observed for decreasing porosities, because more spheres have to be
packed into the domain by the GrainGeo algorithm. The computation time for a porosity of 20 % is by a
factor of 20 higher than for a porosity of 50 %. Three corresponding PGM structures with the same size of
6003 voxels and equal phase volume fractions are constructed for a fair comparison of the computation times.
Moreover, the same workstation was used for all the tests. As the PGM structure generation times depend
on the threshold settings, the computation times of two wetting behaviours with neutral wetting (NW) and
with a wetting behaviour where SP2 wets SP1 are reported in the columns b) and d) of table 1, respectively.
Moreover, the two Gaussian random fields (GRF) can be reused for all the PGM structures. Thus, the com-
putation times are also reported for the thresholding operations only for the two wetting behaviours in the
columns c) and e) of table 1, respectively. For all the PGM structures, the generation of the GRFs is more
time consuming than the thresholding operations. Thus, the option to reuse the GRFs is very favourable if
this is possible for a specific parameter study. The thresholding operations are by a factor of about two more
time consuming for the more complex wetting behaviour (SP2 wets SP1) compared to the simple NW case.
Moreover, there is a small increase of the computation time with increasing porosity, because of the initial
threshold settings at the start of the thresholding iterations. However, this small variation in the range of a
factor of 1.3 is negligible compared to the variation of the computation times by a factor of about 20 for the
sphere-packing structures. Generally, the computation times are between 1-2 orders of magnitude lower for
the PGM structures compared to the sphere-packing structures. For the set of three structures, a computation
time of 11.75 hours is needed for the sphere-packing structures but only about 7 minutes or 11 minutes for
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the two wetting behaviours for the PGM structures (for the case that the GRFs are only generated ones per
set). Thus, for the used set of three sample structures, the computation times are by a factor of 103 (or
by a factor of 65 for the more complex wetting behaviour) lower for the PGM approach compared to the
sphere-packing approach using GrainGeo. These results clearly illustrate the advantage of the PGM approach
in terms of computation times. For the PGM-approach, there is even further potential for a reduction of the
computation time as discussed in section 2.2 of the main article. Moreover, the PGM approach also provides
a more realistic description of SOC microstructure, as discussed in section 1 of the main article.

Table 1 Comparison of the computation times for the structure generation with PGM and the GrainGeo module of

GeoDict. All the generated structures have a size of 6003 voxels. The computation times are compared for di�erent

phase volume fractions. For the computation times without GRF construction (thresholding only), the GRFs of a previous

run were reused. NW corresponds to a neutral wetting behaviour using α = 45◦, β = 0◦ and γ = 0◦. The term "wetting"

refers to a wetting behaviour where SP2 wets SP1 using α = 80◦, β =−40◦ and γ = 0◦.

Structure a) sphere-packing
(GrainGeo)

b) PGM NW full con-
str.

c) PGM NW only
thresholding

d) PGM "wetting" full
constr.

e) PGM "wetting" only
thresholding

SP1:SP2:pore = 40:40:20 521.2 min = 8.69 h 4.24 min 1.08 min 5.59 min 2.43 min
SP1:SP2:pore = 40:30:30 158.2 min = 2.64 h 4.37 min 1.21 min 5.65 min 2.50 min
SP1:SP2:pore = 30:20:50 25.4 min = 0.42 h 4.54 min 1.39 min 5.96 min 2.80 min

D Parameter study for the pluri-Gaussian structures to ensure a
representative elementary volume (REV)

Fig. 8 Parameter study for the standard deviation of the Gaussian random �elds (i.e., resolution).

In this section, suitable parameters for the PGM-structure shall be determined in order to achieve a sufficient
resolution of the structure features and at the same time ensure a representative elementary volume (REV)
of the virtual structure.

In Fig. 8, a variation of the standard deviation of the Gaussian random fields and therewith the resolution
of the structure features is reported. To capture the uncertainty of the stochastic realization, also the random
seeds for the Gaussian random fields are varied. The relative conductivity rises significantly (around 10 %), if
the resolution is changed from 10 to 20 voxels standard deviation (STDV). This is probably at least partially
because of the better resolution of the bottlenecks. For an even higher resolution of 30 voxels STDV, the
relative conductivity does not rise anymore. For a lower resolution of 5 voxels STDV, the relative conductivity
decrease (-5 % and -6 % for the two realizations), probably mainly because of the worse resolution of the
bottlenecks. However, there is also a tendency of a decreasing relative conductivity for larger structure
sizes (for the same resolution), as observed in the corresponding study reported in Fig. 9. Thus, a part
of the change might be due to the lower structure size used compared to the study with STDV = 10 vox.
In sum, the resolution of 10 voxels STDV is a good compromise between accuracy and computation time
and underestimates the relative conductivity systematically for about 5 %. However, the relative deviation
between two parameter variations is typically below 2 % and therewith much lower.
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Fig. 9 Parameter study for the pluri-Gaussian structures to determine the needed structure size to reach a representative

elementary volume (REV). Structures with standard deviations of the Gaussian random �elds of 10 voxels and a porosity

ε = 30% were used.

The structure size for the PGM structures is varied in order to determine the needed structure size to obtain
an REV. The most important metrics are calculated for different cubic structure sizes (number of voxels) and
are reported in Fig. 9. For the volume specific interface areas and the TPB-length, a structure size of 4003

voxels is sufficient to limit the variation of the metrics to about 1 %. However, the relative conductivities are
more sensitive to the structure size. A good measure is the deviation of the conductivities of the two solid
phases, as they are theoretically equal for the used structures with the same solid-phase volume fractions and
neutral wetting behaviour. Moreover, the self-consistency is more important for our studies than the absolute
numbers. This deviation is below 1 % for structure size of 8003 and 6003 voxels and rises significantly for
structure sizes below 6003 voxels. However, there is a deviation of about 5 % of the absolute value of the
conductivity for the voxel sizes 4003-6003 voxels compared to the 8003 voxels structure, which is acceptable
for our studies in order to limit the computational effort. Note that these are statistical results and a single
realisation cannot provide reliable information about the accuracy. Therefore, the calculations are repeated
for different random seeds for the structure sizes of 5003 and 6003 voxels in the following.

Fig. 10 Random seed study for the pluri-Gaussian structures. The reported values are averaged for three di�erent random

seed con�gurations.

To account for different statistical realizations a variation of the random seed is studied. The most impor-
tant metrics are summarized in Fig. 10 for the mean values averaged for three different random seeds, for a
characteristic structure size of 8 and 10 voxels standard deviations (STDV) for the PGMs and for a porosity
of 30 % and 60 % and equal solid volume fractions of the solid phases. For a porosity of 30 %, the relative
conductivities of the solid phases deviate about 1-2 % from each other for the structure sizes of 6003 voxels.
Therewith, the structure with the higher resolution of STDV = 10 voxels shows a similar self-consistency.
Moreover, the conductivities are slightly higher for the higher resolution, probably because the bottlenecks
are better resolved. For a structure size of 5003 voxels, the deviation of the relative conductivities of the two
solid phases is significantly higher, around 4 % for STDV 8 and around 5 % for STDV 10. For a porosity of
60 % and a solid volume fraction of 20 % for each of the solid phases, the uncertainty on a percentage basis
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is generally significantly higher because of the lower absolute values. The deviations of the relative conduc-
tivities of the two solid phases for the 6003 voxels structures is around 5 % and similar for both STDVs. For a
structure size of 5003 voxels, the deviations are around 10 %. The deviations of the volume specific interface
areas of the two solid phases, which are theoretically equal as well, are in the range of 1 % and therewith
sufficiently accurate for all the cases. The uncertainty of the TPB-length, estimated by the standard deviation
of the three realizations, is uncritical as well. However, the deviations are significantly lower for a structure
size of 6003 voxels. To sum it up, the 600 voxels structure with an STDV = 10 voxels for the PGM seems to
be the best choice.

E Reference dataset of a virtual PGM structure variation with neu-
tral wetting

Fig. 11 Virtual microstructure variation for di�erent porosities and compositions with PGM using neutral wetting (NW)

conditions (i.e., α = 45◦ and β = γ = 0◦). This PGM-NW dataset is symmetric with respect to the composition of

SP1:SP2=50:50.

As a reference dataset, a virtual microstructure variation is performed with the PGM for different porosities
and solid-phase compositions using neutral wetting conditions (i.e., using fixed threshold angles of α = 45 ◦

and β = γ = 0 ◦) and without morphological manipulations (i.e., without step 4 of the workflow illustrated in
Fig. 10 of the main article). The parameter variation is illustrated by the 2D orthoslices of the 3D structures,
in in Fig. 11. This dataset represents typical features of well-sintered SOC microstructures in an idealized
form. The identical wetting behaviour of the two solid phases results in a symmetric behaviour of many
properties with respect to the composition. Thus, this study enables distinguishing between general mi-
crostructure effects (e.g., directly resulting from composition and porosity) and effects related to the wetting
behaviour and morphological details (e.g., bottlenecks) of the solid phases. The abbreviation PGM-NW will
be used to refer to this dataset. Note that because of the neutral wetting conditions, the two solid phases are
interchangeable. Thus, for example the composition of SP1:SP2=80:20 can be deduced from the composi-
tion SP1:SP2=20:80 by simply exchanging SP1 with SP2. Those structures are not computed separately, but
the data is mirrored to obtain the full compositional range, as shown in the plots. For an easier comparison
with the more realistic structure variation reported in section 3.5 of the main article, the voxel size of the
PGM-NW dataset is adapted to approximately fit the characteristic size of the phases and thus the volume
specific interface areas.

In Figs. 12 - 14, a selection of microstructure properties is reported, which are typically used for the
parametrization of a continuum multiphysics electrode model as e.g., discussed in chapters 9 and 10 of the
PhD thesis by Ph. Marmet4. Even though this dataset represents general idealized microstructures, the
results are presented specifically for the LSTN-CGO ceramic composite (i.e., SP1 = CGO and SP2 = LSTN).

Fig. 12 represents the contour plots for volume specific interface areas and TPB-length as a function of
the total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction of
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(a) Volume specific interface area pore-SP1 IAV,pore−SP1 (b) Volume specific interface area pore-SP2 IAV,pore−SP2

(c) Volume specific interface area SP1-SP2 IAV,SP1−SP2 (d) Volume specific three-phase boundary length LV,TPB

Fig. 12 PGM-NW dataset: contour plots of the volume speci�c interface areas (IAV) a)-c) and the three-phase boundary

length (LV,TPB) d) as a function of the total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative

volume fraction of SP1 φSP1, rel (i.e., composition, respectively).

SP1 φSP1, rel (i.e., composition, respectively). The volume specific pore-SP1 and pore-SP2 interface areas (Fig.
12 a) and b)) both represent potential reaction sites for MIEC electrodes (e.g., pore-CGO and pore-LSTN
interfaces) and are thus important for the reaction kinetics. Because of the neutral wetting behaviour and
the identical characteristic structure size of the two solid phases, the two properties are related to each other
by a mirror-operation with respect to the φSP1, rel = 50% line. Moreover, they show a maximum of the interface
areas for a porosity of ε = 50% (i.e., φtot = 50% respectively). The volume specific SP1-SP2 interface area
(Fig. 12 c)) is a measure of the connection between the two solid phases. It is maximal for the highest
total solid volume fraction (lowest porosity, respectively) and for a composition of 50:50 (φSP1, rel = 50%).
The TPB-length (Fig. 12 d)) is an important parameter for the reaction kinetics as well, especially for the
common Ni-YSZ electrodes. The maximal value is found at a composition of 50:50 and a total solid volume
fraction of about φtot = 75% (i.e., porosity of 25%, respectively).

In Fig. 13 the relative conductivities are reported. The relative single-phase conductivity of SP1 (i.e.,
CGO) is obviously maximal for a large total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., low porosity) and a high SP1-
content φSP1, rel (see Fig. 13 c)). Correspondingly, the relative single-phase conductivity of SP2 (i.e., LSTN)
is obviously maximal for a large total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., low porosity) and a high SP2-content
φSP2,rel = 100%− φSP1,rel (see Fig. 13 d)). Note that for this idealized dataset, σrel,SP2 can be obtained by
mirroring of σrel,SP1 at the line φSP1, rel = 50%.

The relative single-phase conductivities are important for composites like Ni-YSZ, where the transport of
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(a) Relative ionic composite conductivity σrel, ion,comp (b) Relative electronic composite conductivity σrel,eon,comp

(c) Relative single-phase conductivity of the isolated SP1 (CGO-phase)

σrel,SP1

(d) Relative single-phase conductivity of the isolated SP2 (LSTN-phase)

σrel,SP2

Fig. 13 PGM-NW dataset: Contour plots of a) the relative ionic and b) the relative electronic composite conductivity and

the (hypothetical) single-phase conductivities of c) the SP1 (CGO-phase) and d) the SP2 (LSTN-phase) as a function of

the total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction of SP1 φSP1, rel (i.e.,

composition, respectively)). Note: the composite conductivities are computed for �xed ratios of intrinsic conductivities

σ0 in the two solid phases (i.e., ratio of the intrinsic ionic λion =
σ0, ion,LSTN
σ0, ion,CGO

and electronic λeon =
σ0,eon,CGO
σ0,eon,LSTN

conductivities).

electrons and ions happens in separate phases. In this context, they describe the microstructure effect on
the transport relating the intrinsic with the effective conductivities (i.e., σeff,SP1 = σrel,SP1 ·σ0,SP1). However,
in the LSTN-CGO composite both phases are MIECs, which results in significantly higher effective composite
conductivities compared to the single-phase conductivities, as the transport of electrons and ions are no more
restricted to one solid phase. Hence, the composite conductivities are the relevant properties in this case,
while the single-phase conductivities can only be used as hypothetical references.

In contrast to the single-phase conductivities, the microstructure effects for composite conductivity cannot
be formulated independent from the intrinsic conductivities. Therefore, definitions for the relative ionic
composite conductivities were introduced in a previous publication (Marmet et al.2) as a function of the ratio
of intrinsic conductivities (i.e., ratio of the intrinsic electronic λeon =

σ0,eon,SP1
σ0,eon,SP2

≤ 1 and ionic λion =
σ0, ion,SP2
σ0, ion,SP1

≤ 1
conductivities of the two solid phases). According to the estimations for the LSTN-CGO composite reported in
table 4 of the main article, the intrinsic ionic conductivity of CGO is about a factor of 10 higher compared to
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(a) Relative bulk diffusivity Mpore (b) Relative Knudsen diffusivity Mpore,Kn

(c) Knudsen characteristic length dpore,Kn (d) Gas permeability κ

Fig. 14 PGM-NW dataset: Contour plots illustrating the e�ective transport properties of the pore-phase: a) bulk

di�usivity, b) Knudsen di�usivity, c) Knudsen characteristic length and d) permeability as a function of the total solid

volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction of SP1 φSP1, rel (i.e., composition,

respectively).

LSTN, resulting in an intrinsic conductivity ratio of λion = 0.1. In contrast, the intrinsic electronic conductivity
of LSTN is about a factor of 10 higher compared to CGO, resulting in an intrinsic conductivity ratio of
λeon = 0.1. The corresponding relative ionic and electronic composite conductivities are reported in Fig.
13 a) and b), respectively. The relative ionic composite conductivity has its maximum at the same corner
as the single-phase conductivity of SP1 (CGO), as the influence of the LSTN-phase vanish for high CGO-
contents. However, the reduction of the ionic composite conductivity with decreasing SP1-content (CGO) in
a) is much less steep compared to the single-phase conductivity in c), because SP2 (LSTN) contributes as
well to the composite conductivity (although it has a lower intrinsic conductivity). The enhancement of the
relative composite conductivity compared to the single-phase conductivity is especially large for low volume
fractions of SP1 (CGO), where bottlenecks and islands in SP1 can be bridged by SP2 (LSTN). This effect
results in a much larger enhancement of the ionic composite conductivity with respect to the single-phase
conductivity of SP1 than only the single-phase contribution of SP2 with its relatively low ionic conductivity.
For the relative electronic composite conductivity (Fig. 13 b)), the same behaviour can be observed vice
versa. Note that the relative electronic composite conductivity can be obtained by mirroring the relative ionic
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composite conductivity the line φSP1, rel = 50%, because of the neutral wetting behavior and the same intrinsic
conductivity ratio λeon = λion = 0.1. A detailed discussion of the composite conductivity and its implications
on the microstructure design is beyond the scope of the present paper, but these issues will be discussed in
great detail in a separate publication that is focusing specifically on composite conductivity.

The contour plots of the microstructure properties relevant for the gas transport according to the dusty
gas model (see previous publications by Marmet et al.2,5) are plotted in Fig. 14. The relative diffusivities
for bulk (Fig. 14 a)) and Knudsen (Fig. 14 b)) diffusion decrease with decreasing porosity (i.e., increasing
total solid volume fraction φtot), while the values are almost constant with respect to the composition φSP1, rel.
The Knudsen characteristic length (Fig. 14 c)) decreases with decreasing porosity. There is also a weak
symmetric dependency on the composition. Slightly larger pores result if one solid phase has a dominant
volume fraction. A similar behaviour is observed for the gas permeability (Fig. 14 d)), with the difference
that the dependency on the porosity (and associated pore size) is more pronounced, which is a direct result
of the quadratic relation of the permeability κ with the hydraulic radius rhc (i.e., κ ∝ r2

hc, see Marmet et al.2).

(a) Surface active electrode:

ASR−1
surface ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp · IAV,pore−CGO (see Eq. 10 in the main article)

(b) TPB active MIEC electrode:

ASR−1
TPB,MIEC ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp ·LV,TPB (see Eq. 16)

(c) Contiguous volume specific the three-phase boundary length

LV,TPB,cont

(d) Classical contiguous TPB active electrode (e.g., Ni-YSZ):

ASR−1
TPB,cont. ∝

√
σrel,SP1 ·LV,TPB,cont (see Eq. 11 in the main article)

Fig. 15 Figures of merit for the performance of a) surface active electrodes, b) TPB active MIEC electrodes, d) classical

TPB active electrodes (e.g., Ni-YSZ) and c) the corresponding contiguous three-phase boundary length (LV,TPB,cont) as

a function of the total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction of

SP1 φSP1, rel (i.e., composition, respectively).

As a first estimate of the electrode performances associated with the simulated microstructure variations,
some figures of merit that can be estimated with a simplified approach were reported in section 3.5 of the
main article according to the analytical model presented by Adler et al.6. As a reference, these figures of
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merit are also reported for the PGM-NW dataset in Fig. 15. The principal behaviour is similar compared to
the corresponding figures of merit of the DT-dataset (see Fig. 17 in section 3.5 of the main article and Fig.
27 in section G). The differences are discussed at the corresponding discussions of the DT-dataset, where this
is useful.

F Detailed description of the digital twin construction
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Fig. 16 Work�ow for the construction of a stochastic digital microstructure twin.

In Fig. 16 a graphical overview of the digital twin construction workflow is presented and briefly described
in the following. The individual steps are then reported in further detail and illustrated for the example of
the CGO40-LSTN60 microstructure in the following subsections.

1. Standard characterization of the segmented real structure from 3D tomography using the characterization-
app2.

2. Interpolation of the structure database to determine appropriate threshold angles α, β and γ, which
match the volume specific interface areas and TPB-length of the real structure with given phase volume
fractions. Thereby, also the voxel size is scaled, while the number of voxels for the standard deviations
of the Gaussian random fields are held constant at SDGRF1 = SDGRF2 = 10voxels.

3. Generation of an initial PGM-structure with the correct porosity and composition using the interpolated
threshold-angles.

4. Initial reduced characterization of the PGM-structure for single and composite conductivities, volume
specific interface areas and TPB-length.

5. Optimization of the relative single-phase conductivity of the phase with lower volume fraction (minor
phase) with morphological operations. The second involved phase for the morphological operations
is the other solid-phase with the higher volume fraction (major phase) and the pore-phase remains
unchanged.

6. Optimization of the relative single-phase conductivity of the major phase. The second involved phase
for the morphological operations is the pore-phase and the already optimized minor phase remains
unchanged.

7. If one or both solid-phase materials are MIECs, the relative composite conductivities are of major impor-
tance. For the resulting structure with the matched relative single-phase conductivities, the correspond-
ing relative composite conductivities are determined as a next step. The morphological operations can
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then be adapted to match the relative composite conductivities at the cost of a worse match of the
single-phase conductivities.

8. If the conductivities are acceptable, the volume specific interface areas and TPB-length of the modified
microstructure needs to be checked again, as the morphological operations do also change these prop-
erties. If necessary, the PGM-structure can be corrected in order that the interface areas and TPB-length
match for the structure modified with the morphological operations.

For the morphological operations (step 5 and 6) it is favourable that first the minor solid-phase and subse-
quently the major solid-phase is optimized to match the relative conductivities. This is especially important
for significantly different volume fractions of SP1 and SP2. If a set of digital twins shall be used for a pa-
rameter variation, this means that the order of the morphological operations for SP1 and SP2 needs to be
changed near the composition of SP1:SP2=50:50, which is controlled by the parameter Switch 1 as reported
in table 3 of the main article. In order to provide a consistent interpolation of the construction parameters,
the digital twin with the composition closest to SP1:SP2=50:50 needs to be constructed in both versions. The
parameters nvox,mod,SP1 and nvox,mod,SP2 are the number of voxels to be used for the morphological operations
in order to match the relative conductivity of the phases and are determined iteratively. A positive value
thereby corresponds to a reduction and a negative value to an enhancement of the relative conductivity of
the phase.

F.1 Step 1: Characterization of the real structure
The standardized characterization of the three LSTN-CGO anode microstructures is reported in a previous
publication2.

F.2 Step 2: Best fit for PGM construction parameters
A large number of PGM-structures have been realized for different total solid volume fractions (or porosity,
respectively), different composition of the solid phases and thresholding angles as visualized in Fig. 17. The
following parameter configurations have been realized:

• Realized total volume fractions φtot = [40%,50%,60%,70%,80%].

• Realized compositions SP1:SP2 = [50:50, 60:40, 70:30, 80:20].
Comment: These compositions are realized for all the total volume fractions listed above. Moreover,
the solid phases SP1 and SP2 can be interchanged to e.g., get the composition SP1:SP2 = 30:70.

• Realized threshold angles for the compositions SP1:SP2= 50:50:
α = [15◦,35◦,45◦]
β = [−60◦,−40◦,−20◦,0◦,20◦]
γ = [−20◦,0◦,20◦,40◦,60◦]
Comment: the values for α = [55◦,75◦] can be obtained by mirroring the data.

• Realized threshold angles for the compositions SP1:SP2 = [60:40, 70:30, 80:20] :
α = [15◦,35◦,45◦,55◦,75◦]
β = [−40◦,−20◦,0◦,20◦]
γ = [−20◦,0◦,20◦,40◦]

In numbers: There are 80 realized structures with different threshold angles (and thus different wetting
behaviour) for each total volume fraction and composition. For the composition with SP1:SP2= 50:50, 75
structures are realized, which corresponds to 150 structures, if the mirrored data is used. Therewith, there
are 315 realized structures for each total volume fraction listed. These are in total 1575 structures. By
interchanging the two solid phases, the number of represented structures is doubled to 3150 structures.
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Fig. 17 Visualization of the PGM-structure library for the �tting of the construction parameters.

As an example, the volume specific interface areas for a φtot = 60% and a composition of 60:40 are plotted
as a function of the threshold angle combinations in Fig. 18 a). Despite the quite large number of structures,
the parameter sampling is still quite sparse. In order to get more points, the available data is interpolated and
extrapolated using 3D interpolation algorithms available in Matlab7. The threshold angles are interpolated
as follows:
α = [5◦ : 5◦ : 85◦] (17 values)
β = [−80◦ : 5◦ : 40◦] (25 values)
γ = [−40◦ : 5◦ : 80◦] (25 values)
This results in 10625 threshold angle combinations. The interpolated interface areas for these threshold
values are plotted in Fig. 18 b) again for the example of φtot = 60% and composition of 60:40. The first 1000
values are plotted separately in Fig. 18 c) to illustrate the details, which are no more resolved for the plot
using the whole range.
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(a) Realized and characterized structures. (b) Interpolated data for a large number of threshold angles.

(c) Interpolated data for a large number of threshold angles, section of the

first 1000 values.

Fig. 18 Threshold angle variation and corresponding volume speci�c interface areas for φtot = 60% and a composition of

60:40: a) Realized structures, b) interpolated results, c) interpolated results for the section of the �rst 1000 values.

For the CGO40-LSTN60 structure used as an example, we first need to interpolate the available data to the
present total volume fraction φtot = 49% and a composition of CGO:LSTN=49:51. This is done by linear
interpolation of the different datasets. The result of this interpolation are shown in Fig. 19 a), where the
volume specific interface areas are plotted as a function of the threshold angle combinations. Therewith, we
have an interpolated dataset of 10625 threshold angle combinations and associated interface areas for the
actual total solid volume fraction and composition.
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(a) Interpolated data for the actual case with φtot = 48.4% and a composition

of SP1:SP2=49:51. (b) Sorted error (smallest error first) for the available threshold-angle vari-

ations.

(c) Locally refined Interpolated data for the actual case with φtot = 48.4%

and a composition of SP1:SP2=49:51. (d) Locally refined, sorted error (smallest error first) for the available

threshold-angle variations.

Fig. 19 Interpolated data and error minimization for the CGO40-LSTN60 structure with φtot = 48.4% and a composition

of SP1:SP2=CGO:LSTN=49:51: a) interpolation for the full threshold angle range, b) error minimization for the full

threshold angle range, c) interpolation for the locally re�ned threshold angle range around the optimum, d) error mini-

mization for the locally re�ned threshold angle range.

We now want to choose the case which fits best to the real structure. Therefore, an error-criteria is specified,
which then allows to chose the case with the smallest error. As the structure can be easily scaled, the
relations between the volume specific interface areas are important and not the absolute values. Therefore,
the interface areas normed to the volume specific interface area pore-SP1 are used:

IAV,pore−SP2, interp,norm =
IAV,pore−SP2, interp

IAV,pore−SP1, interp
(2)

IAV,SP1−SP2, interp,norm =
IAV,SP1−SP2, interp

IAV,pore−SP1, interp
(3)

Two error indicators are then formulated for the relation of the normed interface areas of the interpolated
virtual structures and the reference values from the real structure:

Error1, IA,pore−SP2 =
IAV,pore−SP2, interp,norm

IAV,pore−SP2,norm, ref
(4)
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Error1, IA,SP1−SP2 =
IAV,SP1−SP2, interp,norm

IAV,SP1−SP2,norm, ref
(5)

In order that the error has the same value for deviations in both directions (smaller and larger), the error
indicators are modified with the following case discrimination:

Error2, IA,pore−SP2 =

{
Error1, IA,pore−SP2 for Error1, IA,pore−SP2 ≥ 1(

Error1, IA,pore−SP2
)−1 for Error1, IA,pore−SP2 < 1

(6)

Error2, IA,SP1−SP2 =

{
Error1, IA,SP1−SP2 for Error1, IA,SP1−SP2 ≥ 1

(Error1, IA,SP1−SP2)
−1 for Error1, IA,SP1−SP2 < 1

(7)

The error indicators are then added in the following way, which results in the following relation for the total
error:

Errortot, IA =
∣∣0.5 ·Error2, IA,pore−SP2 +0.5 ·Error2, IA,SP1−SP2 −1

∣∣ (8)

If the total error is zero, the match is perfect. The larger the error, the worse the cases fit to the real structure.
For the current example, the sorted error is plotted (the smallest error is plotted first) for the different cases
in Fig. 19 b). The corresponding threshold angles are plotted in the same figure bellow. This error was
determined on interpolated data with 5◦ steps of the threshold angles. Therefore, the interpolation is refined
in the region (±20◦ where possible) of the best case in 1◦ steps. The result of the refined interpolation is
plotted in Fig. 19 c) and the error for the refined interpolation in Fig. 19 d). For this example, the minimal
error is found for the threshold angles α = 35◦, β =−27◦, γ = 55◦ and a scaling factor of 0.2325 resulting in
a voxel size of lvox = 9.30nm

Optionally, the TPB-length can also be included directly into the optimization procedure. Therefore, an
error indicator for the TPB-length is defined as follows:

Error1,TPB =
LTPB, interp(

IAV,pore−SP1, interp
IAV,pore−SP1, ref

)2
LTPB, interp, ref

(9)

where IAV,pore−SP1, interp
IAV,pore−SP1, ref

is the scaling factor between the interpolated virtual structure and the real reference
structure, which has to be squared in order to account for the different scaling of the TPB compared to the
interface areas. In order that the TPB-error has the same value for deviations in both directions (smaller and
larger), the error indicator is modified with the following case discrimination:

Error2,TPB =

{
Error1,TPB for Error1,TPB ≥ 1

(Error1,TPB)
−1 for Error1,TPB < 1

(10)

The expression for the total error including the TPB-length is then formulated as follows:

Errortot, IA,TPB =
∣∣Error2, IA,pore−SP2 +Error2, IA,SP1−SP2 +WTPB ·Error2,TPB −2−WTPB

∣∣ (11)

where WTPB is a weighting-factor for the importance of the TPB-length (for WTPB = 1 the TPB-length has the
same weight as the interface areas, for WTPB = 0 the TPB-length is not considered at all). This weighting-
factor allows to define the importance of the properties. For example, for a Ni-YSZ electrode the TPB-length
is very important, while for MIEC anodes the interface areas are more relevant.

F.3 Step 3: Generate initial PGM-structure
An initial PGM-structure with the correct porosity and composition and with the predicted best threshold
angles to match the interface areas is generated. Also the scale is adapted to best fit the interface areas. An
orthoslice of this structure is reported in Fig. 21. Details about the PGM-structure generation are documented
in section 2.2 of the main article.
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F.4 Step 4: Reduced characterization of the PGM-structure
A reduced characterization is performed for the resulting PGM-structure including single-phase and compos-
ite conductivities, volume specific interface areas and TPB-length. In Fig. 25, the microstructure properties
of the pure PGM digital microstructure twin are compared to the tomography microstructure properties.
The phase volume fractions, the interface areas and the TPB-length match very well. However, the relative
composite and single-phase conductivities show quite large deviations. Therefore, the conductivities will be
optimized with morphological operations in the next step. Note that for studies, for which such deviations
for the relative conductivities are acceptable, the construction process can be finished at this step, using the
pure PGM-structures.

F.5 Step 5: Optimize the relative conductivity of the phase with lower volume frac-
tion with morphological operations

To improve the match of the relative conductivities, the solid phases can be modified with morphological
operations. As a first step, the solid-phase with the lower volume fraction (minor phase) is modified. In our
example case, this is SP1. In this case, SP2 is the counter phase. Starting from the pure PGM-structure (Fig.
20 a)), a dilate operation is performed on SP2, adding a certain amount of voxels at the surface of SP2. The
phase SP1 is therewith reduced, while the pore-phase is held constant, as shown in Fig. 20 b). The process
is then reversed and a dilate operation is performed on SP1, whereby voxels are added on the surface of SP1
until the φSP1 is too high, as shown in Fig. 20 c). For the resulting structure, SP1 is now less connected and
has more pronounced bottlenecks, while SP2 is now more connected and has less pronounced bottlenecks.
The pore-phase remains again unchanged. To match the initial solid volume fractions more precisely, a dilate
operation on SP2 is added with one voxel. The effect of this operation is then isolated by subtracting the
structure of the last step as shown in Fig. 20 d). The solid volume fraction of this correction structure is
computed and compared to the mismatch of φSP1. A GrainGeo template is then constructed (Fig. 20 e)) with
the volume fraction corresponding to fraction of the correction structure needed to get the correct value for
φSP1. This template is then applied on the correction structure, resulting in a new correction structure shown
in Fig. 20 f), which is then added to SP1 to get again very close to the initial φSP1.

The relative single-phase conductivity of SP1 is now calculated for the modified structure. If the relative
conductivity is still too high compared to the real structure, the process is automatically restarted with a
larger number of voxels involved in the dilate operations. This process is repeated until the conductivity
of the real structure is underestimated or until a maximum number of voxels for the dilate operations is
reached. Typically, 6-7 voxels result in a still acceptable distortion of the structure. For larger values, the
structure becomes awkward and the interface areas and three-phase boundary length do change strongly.
Moreover, a single dilate step with several voxels result in rounder shapes than several dilate steps with only
one voxel. Therefore, almost the whole dilate operation is done in one step and the single voxel steps are
only used for fine-tuning. As an additional measure, isolated parts of the solid-phase to be modified (i.e.,
SP1 in our example), but which are connected to the other solid-phase (islands), are excluded from the
morphological operations. Therewith, the total removement of small but realistic structure parts due to the
morphological operations can be prevented. The manipulated structure after this step with morphological
operations for SP1 is shown in Fig. 21 c).
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(a) Pure PGM digital twin structure, correction after morphological opera-

tions.

(b) Dilatation of SP2 (red) with SP2 and fixed pore-phase. SP1 (green) is

thereby reduced.

(c) Dilatation of SP1 (green) with SP1 and fixed pore-phase, raw version

with too high φSP1.
(d) Isolation of one SP2-SP2 dilatation step.

(e) GrainGeo stamp to correct the volume fractions.
(f) Structure to add to SP2 to correct the solid volume fractions, (stamp e)

has been applied on d)).

Fig. 20 Morphological operations to optimize the conductivity of SP1. The central slices in the XZ-plane are shown for

the 3D structures of the di�erent steps.
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F.6 Step 6: Optimize the relative conductivity of the phase with higher volume frac-
tion with morphological operations

As a further step, the solid-phase with the higher volume fraction (major phase) is modified in the same
manner as in step 5. In our example case, this is SP2. Thereby, the structure resulting from step 5 (Fig. 21
c)) is further modified. In this step, the counter-phase is now the pore-phase, while SP1 remains unchanged.
Therewith, the relative single-phase conductivity of SP2 is decreased by simultaneously increasing the diffu-
sivity of the pore-phase. For a case, where the relative single-phase conductivity of SP2 shall be increased and
the diffusivity of the pore-phase shall be decreased, the two phases can simply be exchanged. The finished
structure with morphological operations for SP1 and SP2 is shown in Fig. 21 d).

(a) Pure PGM digital twin structure, initial version.
(b) Pure PGM digital twin structure, correction after morphological opera-

tions.

(c) PGM structure with manipulated SP1 (green) to match the composite

conductivity.

(d) Finished digital twin with manipulated SP1 (green) and SP2 (red) to

match the composite conductivity.

Fig. 21 Morphological operations to optimize the composite conductivities, central slice in the XZ-plane. Colour code:

green = CGO (SP1), red = LSTN (SP2), white = pore.
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F.7 Step 7: Optimization of the relative composite conductivities
If one or both solid phase materials are MIECs, the relative composite conductivities are of major importance.
For this case, this additional step 7 is needed to check and correct the composite conductivities. For the
resulting structure with the matched relative single-phase conductivities the corresponding relative composite
conductivities are determined as a next step. The morphological operations can then be adapted to match
the relative composite conductivities. This can be done automatically, providing an initial guess for the
number of voxels to involve for the dilate operation of both solid phases. The algorithm then adapts always
the phase with the higher impact on the corresponding composite conductivity. As this algorithm does not
provide perfect results yet, there is a second option to provide a list of voxel values for the dilate operation.
The corresponding composite conductivities are then computed and the results can be judged manually.
Note that the improvement of the relative composite conductivities comes at the cost of a worse match of
the relative single-phase conductivities. However, for MIECs the relative composite conductivities are more
important and therewith this drawback is bearable.

F.8 Step 8: Improvement of the interface areas by correcting the PGM-structure
Unfortunately, the morphological operations to match the composite conductivities distort the volume spe-
cific interface areas and the TPB-length as reported in Fig. 25, where the values for the pure PGM-structure
and the structure after the composite conductivity optimization are compared. Especially the volume specific
interface area SP1-SP2 is considerably reduced. The volume specific interface area pore-SP1 is slightly in-
creased and the volume specific interface area pore-SP2 is slightly reduced by the morphological operations.
This distortion can be limited by using a small number of voxels for the dilate operations, which is a trade-
off with the good match of the relative conductivities. However, if the distortion is not too high, it can be
corrected by changing the initial PGM-structure. Therefore, the target values of the volume specific interface
areas are tuned to get an adapted PGM-structure, which compensates the distortion of the morphological
operations. The target values are corrected as follows:

IAV,pore−SP1, ref,corr =
IAV,pore−SP1, ref(

IAV,pore−SP1, realized
IAV,pore−SP1, ref

)1.5 (12)

IAV,pore−SP2, ref,corr =
IAV,pore−SP2, ref(

IAV,pore−SP2, realized
IAV,pore−SP2, ref

)1.5 (13)

IAV,SP1−SP2, ref,corr =
IAV,SP1−SP2, ref(

IAV,pore−SP2, realized
IAV,SP1−SP2, ref

)1.5 (14)

Note that the exponent of 1.5 is best practice and accounts for the fact that the deviation needs to be over-
compensated to match the volume specific interface areas after the morphological operations. The optimized
pure PGM-structure is reported in Fig. 21 b). The interface areas of the optimized pure PGM-structure are
reported in Fig. 25 as well. Especially the volume specific interface area SP1-SP2 is significantly larger in
order to compensate its reduction due to the morphological operations. Note that there is no need to repeat
the optimization of the relative conductivities using the corrected PGM-structure. Normally it is sufficient to
use the values determined by the first optimization. The deviations for the conductivities between the initial
and the optimized PGM-structure for the same morphological operations are typically small as reported for
our example in Fig. 25.

All the parameters for the PGM construction and the morphological operations can then be summarized
to a construction plan for the digital twin structure as shown in Fig. 22. This parameter set allows for a fully
automated generation of the stochastic digital twin microstructure and corresponding parameter variations.
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Fig. 22 Construction parameters of the digital microstructure twin.

F.9 Details digital microstructure twin for CGO40-LSTN60 sample
In this section the real tomography structure is compared with its digital microstructure twin and the devia-
tions are discussed. Fig. 23 provides a visual comparison of two orthoslices of the real and virtual structure
with the same scale. It has to be emphasized that it is not expected that the individual features are equal, but
that the morphology of the real and corresponding virtual microstructure follow the same (or at least very
similar) statistics. There is generally a very good visual agreement of the real and the virtual structure. How-
ever, also some differences are visible. In the real structure, there are some larger bulges of the CGO-phase
(green) present, which is not captured by the homogeneous virtual structure. Moreover, the two solid phases
are a bit more intermixed in the real structure.

In Fig. 25, a selection of microstructure properties is compared for the real and the virtual microstruc-
tures. The phase volume fractions match almost perfectly. The volume specific interface areas pore-SP1 and
pore-SP2 also match very well with deviations in the sub-percentage range. The volume specific interface
area SP1-SP2 and the TPB-length show a somewhat larger deviation around 2 %. The transport properties
generally show larger deviations for the current example. The relative single-phase conductivities show the
largest deviations around 40 %. However, they are not really relevant for the current case and the relative
composite conductivities are optimized instead. The relative electronic composite conductivity matches quite
well (deviation of 4 %) while the relative ionic composite conductivity shows a larger deviation of approxi-
mately 20 %. However, relative conductivities for phases with low volume fractions are generally hard to be
predicted accurately, because of their dependency on small geometrical details. The pore-phase is generally
expected to show larger deviations between real structure and digital microstructure twin, because the solid
phases are optimized and the pore-phase is simply what is left over. However, for the current case with a quite
large porosity of about 52 %, the prediction is quite robust. The relative (bulk) gas diffusivity is matched
quite well (deviation of 10 %) and also the permeability is matched very well (deviation of 4 %). Also the
parameters for the Knudsen diffusion (relative Knudsen diffusivity and Knudsen characteristic length) match
surprisingly well with deviations less than 2 %. Note that the Knudsen diffusion is the dominant restriction
for the gas diffusion in the current case.
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(a) Tomography, central slice in the XZ-plane. (b) Tomography, central slice in the YZ-plane.

(c) Digital microstructure twin, central slice in the XZ-plane. (d) Digital microstructure twin, central slice in the YZ-plane.

Fig. 23 CGO40-LSTN60 sample: comparison of orthoslices from tomography a),b) and digital microstructure twin

reconstruction c),d). Colour code: green = CGO (SP1), red = LSTN (SP2), white/transparent = pore. The dimensions

of the orthoslices are 3µm x 3µm
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(a) Tomography, 3D structure.

Dimensions: 3µm x 3.84µm x 3.84µm (b) Digital microstructure twin, 3D structure.

Dimensions: 5.5µm x 5.5µm x 5.5µm

Fig. 24 CGO40-LSTN60 sample: comparison of the 3D structures from tomography a) and digital microstructure twin

reconstruction b) (with di�erent scales). Colour code: green = CGO (SP1), red = LSTN (SP2), transparent = pore.

Fig. 25 Comparison of the microstructure properties of the tomography structure and the digital microstructure twin for

the CGO40-LSTN60 sample.
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The covariance functions of the real and virtual microstructure fit very well, despite the fact that they are
not directly fitted. However, this good match is not surprising, as the covariance function reflects morpho-
logical properties of the microstructure, e.g., the slope of the covariance function at the y-axis intercept is
directly related to the phase specific surface area (see e.g., Marmet et al.2), which is indeed directly fitted.
This confirms that the chosen approach is well suited for this specific data.

Fig. 26 Comparison of the covariance functions for the real structure from tomography (Tomo) and the digital mi-

crostructure twin (DT) for the CGO40-LSTN60 sample.

G Figure of merit for additional potential reaction sites of MIEC
electrodes

As for example reported by Burnat et al.8 for LST-CGO anodes, an additional process can be identified based
on EIS-investigations, which is probably related to a reaction at the TPBs or at the surface of the titanate (i.e.,
pore-LSTN interface). Thus, the TPB-lengths and/or the pore-LSTN interface area might contribute to the
reaction kinetics of LSTN-CGO anodes. However, this contribution can be expected to be inferior compared to
the reaction related to the pore-CGO interface area (see also discussion in the main article. Nevertheless, the
corresponding figures of merit shall be reported here. It must be emphasized that these expressions indicate
the regions where the additional reaction sites might show a relevant contribution, but not directly represent
the total performance of the cell.

The figure of merit for a potential contribution of the pore-LSTN interface area can be formulated as
follows:

ASR−1
surface,LSTN ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp · IAV,pore−LSTN, (15)

where σrel, ion,comp is the relative ionic composite conductivity and IAV,pore−LSTN the volume specific pore-LSTN
interface area considered as the active reaction site for fuel oxidation. The corresponding contour plots of
the volume specific pore-LSTN interface area and the figure of merit ASR−1

surface,LSTN for the LSTN surface
reaction are reported in Fig. 27 a) and b). According to this estimate, the contribution from the LSTN
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surface reaction positively correlates with the total solid volume fraction φtot. Moreover, it is maximal for an
LSTN-content of 30% (i.e., φSP1, rel = 70%) and decreases for lower LSTN-contents < 30% because of the too
low LSTN-surface area and decreases for higher LSTN-contents > 30% because of the lower ionic composite
conductivity associated with the lower CGO-content.

The figure of merit for a potential contribution of the TPBs can be formulated as follows:

ASR−1
TPB,MIEC ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp ·LV,TPB, (16)

where σrel, ion,comp is the relative ionic composite conductivity and LV,TPB the volume specific TPB-length,
which is considered as the active reaction site for fuel oxidation. The corresponding contour plots for the
original TPB-length and the figure of merit for the TPB-reaction is presented in Fig. 28 a) and b). The
inverse ASR positively correlates with the total solid volume fraction φtot and the maximal value is found for
a CGO-content around φSP1, rel = 75%. Thereby, the use of the total TPB-length seems to be appropriate for
the case of MIEC composite electrodes. Due to the MIEC properties of both phases, no disconnected regions
are expected. In contrast, for common composite anodes like Ni-YSZ, the transport of ions is restricted to
the YSZ-phase and thus, only the contiguous TPBs (Fig. 28 c)) and the single-phase conductivity of the ion
conducting phase are relevant for the reaction. The corresponding contour plot of ASR−1

TPB,MIEC reported in
Fig. 28 d) positively correlates with the total solid volume fraction φtot and the maximal value is again found
for a CGO-content around φSP1, rel = 75%. However, the region with high values is considerably more confined
near φSP1, rel = 75%, as the contiguous TPB-length (see Fig. 28 c)) decreases significantly stronger towards
low volume fraction of one of the solid phases compared to the total TPB-length (see Fig. 28 a)). Moreover,
the performance practically vanishes for CGO-contents below 20%, because the CGO-phase drops below the
percolation threshold (see Fig. 11 c) of the main article). In contrast, a minimal performance remains for
ASR−1

TPB,MIEC, as the used composite conductivity is insensitive to a percolation loss of one of the solid phases.
The figures of merit ASR−1

TPB,MIEC and ASR−1
TPB,cont are also reported for the PGM-NW dataset in Fig. 15 b) and

d) of section E. Even if the principal behaviour is similar, the comparison reveals a quantitatively different and
more complex behaviour of the DT-dataset compared to the PGM-NW dataset for this performance indicators.
These results confirm that the appropriate representation of the wetting behaviour of the solid phases and the
optimization of the relative conductivities with morphological operations, as performed for the DT-dataset,
are essential in order to obtain a realistic representation and variation of the electrode microstructure.

(a) Volume specific interface area pore-LSTN

IAV,pore−LSTN

(b) Surface active electrode, LSTN:

ASR−1
surface,LSTN ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp · IAV,pore−LSTN (see Eq. 15)

Fig. 27 Figures of merit for the contribution of the surface reaction on LSTN assuming that the transport of gas species

and the transport of electrons is not limiting. Contour plots of a) pore-LSTN interface area and b) �gure of merit

ASR−1
surface,LSTN normalized to values between 0-1 as a function of the total solid volume fraction φtot (i.e., 100% - porosity,

respectively) and the relative volume fraction of CGO φSP1, rel (composition).
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(a) Volume specific the three-phase boundary length

LV,TPB

(b) TPB active MIEC electrode:

ASR−1
TPB,MIEC ∝

√
σrel, ion,comp ·LV,TPB (see Eq. 16)

(c) Contiguous volume specific the three-phase boundary length

LV,TPB,cont

(d) Classical contiguous TPB active electrode (e.g., Ni-YSZ):

ASR−1
TPB,cont. ∝

√
σrel,SP1 ·LV,TPB,cont (see Eq. 11 in the main article.)

Fig. 28 Figures of merit for the electrode performance assuming that the transport of gas species and the transport of

electrons is not limiting. The corresponding contour plots are shown as a function of the total solid volume fraction φtot
(i.e., 100% - porosity, respectively) and the relative volume fraction of CGO φSP1, rel (composition) for b) a TPB active

MIEC electrode and d) a classical TPB active electrodes (e.g., Ni-YSZ). Note that the data is normalized to values

between 0-1. The corresponding contour plots of the original and contiguous volume speci�c TPB-lengths are shown in

a) and c), respectively.
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